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Well, it is December, and we are
just about to
complete
another year
in our woodturning life. 1
know that all
of you are
busy getting
'^^^yj'''^^

December Meeting Demo
Randy Trentham will be demonstrating turning a birdhouse ornament. These small ornaments are
unique looking and are a special
gift item or a fast moving sale
item! Randy will also discuss to
tools he uses and his unique style
in turning. He is always entertaining and it will surely be a
good time of sharing for all of us.
See you there!

2002 TAW President

Hobdays, and oeryl Duer
1 hope that
you all had a wonderful
Thanksgiving! 1 hope that everyone has their Christmas ornaments
ready for Ray Sandusky.
The TAW board met last month
to discuss the list of possible
demonstrators for our 2003 symposium, and the list has many
great turners on it. We are in the
process of contacting the possible
candidates, and 1 hope to have
confirmation by our January meeting.
1 have received notice from the
AAW, and from Arrowmont, asking our club to participate in the
replacement of the totem pole at
Arrowmont. The TAW created the
original top section of the totem
pole. 1 am currently waiting for
the construction details for the
replacement totem head. John
Jordan has offered to give as many
1

October 2002
details as he can concerning the
first totem pole at the December
meeting. 1 believe that the group
effort will be a great way for us to
share in a contribution to
Arrowmont, and the AAW.
At the December meeting we
will adding a $15 gift certificate to
the raffle items, and also look for
several pieces from the wood lot
to be included in the event. For
anyone who is without wood to
turn, please feel free to come by
my studio and take home all you
can turn.
In January, 1 plan to offer my
studio to the club for a Saturday
open turning day. The concept is
to come and sharpen your skills
and to share your knowledge with
those who are need of some assistance. The invitation is open to all,
both those who are turning
already, as well as to anyone who
has not yet turned. 1 will have two
large lathes, and several minilathes for the club member to
work on. Please bring your own
tools if you have them. You may
bring wood from home, or you
may cut what you need in the
wood lot. The weekend of January
18th has been suggested as the
best weekend. 1 am open to suggestions for the best time for all
concerned.
March 28-30, our club has been
invited to be a part of The Wood
Working Show, which is held at

the 1-24 Conference center. We
will be provided a booth, and electricity for the booth. We need volunteers to demonstrate during the
show. Please let me know if you
are interested.
May 2-4, we are once again
invited to be a part of the TACA
craft fair, and we will also be looking for volunteers to help with the
event in the park. Please contact
me if you are interested in demonstrating for TACA.
Thank you all for your support!
Deryl Duer
TAW President 2003
615/969-9407

An Announcement from
Alice Jensen
At the December 3rd meeting,
Alice Jensen will have a limited
quantity of poinsettias available
for you to purchase. These holiday favorites are grown in Alice's
own greenhouses and are just
beautiful.
She will be selling them in 2
sizes (small and medium) and in 2
colors (red and white). The prices
will be $8.00 or $15.00. Her's are
some of the

healthiest flow^*#C* ^"/i.
|ers you can find
at such a great
price!
I If you are
interested, please see Alice Jensen
^t the meeting or call
her at Horse Mountain Nursery
b31-684-7851. The nursery is
located in Shelbyville, TN.

Bring Your 2 Christmas
Ornaments to the
December Meeting

Sue Campbell - Columbia
If 1 mis-spelled your name or did
not get your hometown corect,
please forgive me!
by Ray Sandusky
We hope you enjoyed our meetAgain, a reminder, to all TAW
ing
and want you to know that we
members and guests, we are once are all
willing to lend an ear or a
again asking you to get involved in hand to help you along in the
a little bit of community service. process of learning about wood
This next meeting will be the last turning.
one before the Christmas holidays
so 1 am asking you to have your 2 A Note On Shop Safety
Chirstmas Ornaments completed
From Pat Matranga
by Pat Matranga
and delivered to me then.
1 am going to be placing them for
1 learned something this week
sale in 2 churches and need to
that
thought was important to
have the stock available immedi- share1 with
the club members.
ately so 1 can ensure there is a
1 have a shop light hanging over
my lathe as many of us do. 1 was
good display at each location.
an oil lamp at a high rate
This year we have a goal of rais- turning
of
speed
when it split in half and
ing $400 for the children - we can flew hitting
one of the four foot
do it!
bulbs. Very sharp pieces of glass
So, take an hour of your time at flew everywhere. 1 don't know
how but I was not hit by any of
the lathe this week and turn 2
them. It took an hour to get the
ornaments.
cleaned up. 1 was wearing
Remember, your 2 Ornaments are mess
only my regular glasses. The lights
due at the December 3 meeting.
hang above my head and it would
have been so easy for the glass to
fly right into my eyes or face.
Visitors Galore!
I have been wearing my safety
toggles ever since. 'They are the
Last month, we had the most vis- cina that totally enclose with a
itors to our regular monthly meet- seal around to Keep the dust out as
1 see the best out of them
ing ever - 10! 1 thought it was a well.
compared
to all the different types
noteworthy event and want to
1 have tried. They fit nicely over
make sure you all know who they my glasses and do not fog.
were so you can invite all of them I get them from Dust Be Gone
941-822-6762.1 also purchased a
back. Maybe they will become
tube to encase the four foot
active members of our association. )lastic
)ulbs
in.
Now if they are broken
The visitors were as follows:
they will be contained in the plastic tube.
Jeff Havens - Antioch
Pat Matranga
Neil Clark - Brentwood
Matranga Wood Designs
Vic Arms - Brentwood
Steve Robins - Nashville
Bill Tucker - Nashville
Safety Glasses or a Face Shield are
Wayne Swelley - Goodlettsville
'Required Equipment* when operating a woodturnlng lathe or any tool.
Jay Richards - Nashville
Remember to practice safety at all
Jess Foster - Clarksville
times!
Merrill Dewitt - Nashville
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November Instant Gallery-

Most of the photos by Ray Sandusky

Mike Zinser proved to us
that he can turn! Here he
shows off 2 ornaments he
made for the charity drive.

Donny Hall shows one of the
many items he brought. This
one is a Boxelder bowl.

Welcome to a new AAW

Steve Shores made a few ornaments in collaboration with
his neighbor who painted

(615) 886-7100
Email:gifts@matr angadesigns.com

Dr. Brevard Haines shows us
another of his fine hollow
forms.
Ray Sandusky showed a Sugar
Maple vessel and a few other
items he made last month.

John Lucas showed a piece he
made during the class with
^-^ Frank Sudol - a thinly turned
yf0 vessel with a detailed elk
burned into the side of it
www. MatrangaDesigns. com

mm

Randy Miles made a few ornaments that he Finished with lacquer - a departure from his tendency to use CA Glue as a fin-

John Moss with a vessel he
made in the Frank Sudol class

Club in Tennessee: The

Gene Thomas showed us a
bowl he made last month
If you turned an item this month
please bring it to the next meeting - we all would benefit from
seeing your work!

Photographing Your
Work

The setup here I use for slides
and also digital photos. You could
take photos (prints) as well, but
By John Jordan
slides are really the accepted way
First of all, I am not a photogra- of presenting images.
I suggest Fujichrome 64T (tungpher, but a woodturner who has
sten) slide film. It is balanced for
learned to photograph my own
work. My photographic knowledge the tungsten lighting. Only take it
(or send it) to a professional lab
is limited, but I do know a lot
that specializes in E-6
about the end result and what is
(ektachrome) processing. Mall
needed to present the kind of
images that are useful for showing stores and camera stores are NOT
to potential customers, galleries, or generally professional labs. Look
in the phone book. If you want 4x6
publication.
prints, find a place that does
machine prints. This probably will
NOT be a professional lab, but a
drugstore/camera store. Machine
prints mean that the prints are
made directly from the slide at a
cost of 50-60 cents. The pro lab
will make an internegaitive and
then a print, but this is fairly
expensive, but good if you need
larger prints, and the quality will
be quite good. The cost of a 36
exposure roll is about $9, and processing is about $7. The film can
tographed using the method
be gotten considerably cheaper
and equipment described in
from the NY photo houses.
this article.
For digital images you can have
the slides scanned in for a modest
In general, you should photograph in a vertical format with the charge by the pro lab. They will
piece filling most of the frame.
Thumb through magazine ads and
look at some covers-editors like
the vertical format. If you apply to
juried craft shows, and just for a
more professional look, try to
make the style of your images similar. Submit slides that relate to
one another (regardless of what
the application might say)-showing
the full range of things you make
can be very confusing, and the kiss
of death, since the images are usur^Wy only looked at for 5-10 secMy Photo Booth
onds. Think *PRESENTATION*
scan them in several resolutions,
again of the highest quality.
4

Inexpensive flatbed adaptors will
only do a marginal job at best, but
maybe good enough for the web
etc. I shoot most of my pieces with
the digital camera for use on the
web, quick prints etc. I would like
to have all my slides scanned at
high resolution eventually for
archival purposes. With the number of images I have, I will save
my money for a higher end slide
scanner. I use an Olympus 3000
digital camera in automatic mode,
and let it do the exposure etc. I
simply turn off the flash and
mount it on the tripod just like my
film camera. Most of the current
digital cameras will adjust for the
kind of light source you are using,
(white balance)
1 use 54 inch wide (considered a
half roll) seamless background
paper. 1 use studio blue a lot, but
more conventional is studio gray
or thunder gray. Some people use
formica, and 1 think John Lucas
may use linoleum. The background
should be quite long, 5-6 feet,
gradually turning vertically. The
allows lighting only the object, and
the color of the background fades
to black. There are also graduated
backgrounds available, but 1 have
no experience with those.
Whatever you use MUST be flat
and wrinkle free or it will show.
The paper is very fragile and 1 roll
out new pieces frequently.
The light 1 use is a halogen type
shop light, with a tungsten photo
lamp installed in place of the standard halogen bulb. This is a 500w
bulb, and cost more than the entire
shop light, probably $25. The shop
light has the grill removed to avoid
shadows. It has also been fitted
with a real photo light bam door,
which is used to selectively
block/direct the light output. It
would be easy to fabricate some-

thing similar. I use shower curtain
fabric as a diffuser, and it's long
enough to double the thickness if
there is too much light. I use
^clothespins or small spring clamps
0 secure and fold the curtain
material. PAY ATTENTION!!!!
THE LAMP IS HOT!!!! Never go
away and leave it on due to fire
danger. There is also an incandesant bulb which can be used
with a standard ceramic base and
some sort of reflector. They are
much cheaper but only good for a
few hours. They will work just as
well, just not as long.
There is a black piece of plastic
with a crumpled edge that is used
to block light off the background
behind the piece. The crumpled
edge prevents a hard shadow line.
1 also use a focusing spotlight
(Lowell Pro) with a cobbled up
cardboard snout to focus a smaller
circle of light. The circle of light is
adjusted so that it provides a slight
lighlight aroud the lips/openings
of my pieces. This is not always
effective or appropriate, but it can
be a nice touch.
The main light source is angled
from the right side, and I use a

until I like the look. Some people
use shaving mirrors etc. as reflective light sources.
I use a professional quality
Bogen tripod, and my camera is a
manual Nikon with a 28-80 zoom
lens. A standard 50mm lens will
work, but 80-90mm or a zoom will
allow you to get back from the
work a bit which is more comfortable. Inexpensive screw on close
up lenses will work well for detail
shots, in spite of what real photographers may tell you. A shutter
release of some kind is need, or
you can use the timer if the camera
has one. I only use Fujichrome
64T, which is balanced for the
tungsten lighting. Using a small
aperture, f 11-122, insures good
depth of field (focus front to back).
I use the in camera exposure
meter, and I usually leave the shutter speed set on 1 sec and vary the
f stop for proper exposure. It's usually a good idea to bracket your
exposures, although I rarely do
since I have become very familiar

Nikon manual camera w/cable
release and 28/100 zoom lens

A conical light fixture for the
directed beam of light effect I
use to highlight the top of the
piece being photographed.

iece of white foam core on the
eft side to boimce back some of
the light. I look through the lens
and move the foam core around

pieces will look good viewed
together.
All this has to be done with the
lights out, and the room pretty
dark. I shoot at night or place
black plastic over the windows. A
small flashlight, masking tape,
clothespins or small spring clamps
are all handy.
Take some decent notes and pay
attention. As with everything, you
get better with practice.

Studio Grey background and
lighting set-up with the shop
lights out.

The photos here are shot with the
Olympus C3000. They reflect my
lack of expertise at digital editing,
and in no way compare to the
quality and "snap" of good transparencies.

with my setup. I shoot multiple
exposures at the same settings
rather than having duplicate slides
made later-it's cheaper and better.
Fill the frame with the image and
leave most of the blank space at
the top, less space on the bottom,
least on the sides.Try to place each John Jordan is an accomplished
piece you shoot at exactly the
woodturning artist with works in
same place in the frame, so tlie
many museums and galleries.
5

October's Demonstration
Making a split turned
clock.

will be the back of the clock so I
don't decorate it too much. I try to
come up with a shape that will
look good when you see the silhouette created by looking at the
flat side of the clock. Be careful
when flattening one end. This will

Woodcraft or Klockit. Clocks
come in different sizes that require
different sized holes. Be sure you
have the right drill bit or buy one
when you purchase the clocks.
Many will fit a 1 3/8" hole so that
is what I usually buy.
I use a V block to hold the wood
while I drill a hole in the face of
the clock. For this demo I used a
V block in my chuck and a drill bit
in the tailstock to drill the hole. It

By John Lucas
This project allows you to make
2 clocks at once. I start by joining
2 boards 1 Vz by 3" that are 8
inches tall. I join them together
using double stick cloth back tape
that I got from Craft Supplies.
Someone said that this tape can be
purchased in Nashville under the
name outdoor carpet tape. The
foam- backed tape won't work. I
don't recommend a paper joint. It
is difficult to clean the paper and
glue off the wood and this will be
the face side of the clock. I clamp
the pieces for at least 10 minutes.
The tape seems to be much
determine how straight the clock
stronger if you clamp it for a
sits. Be careful turning the top
while.
end. If you turn the cone down
too small it will split off because worked great. After all the lathe is
you only have tape holding the
just a drill press laying on it's side.
joint together.
I think the most fun aspect of this
After you turn, sand and finish
project is how to decorate the front
the outside it's time to split tlie
flat area below the clock. If the
piece. Slowly push a chisel into
wood is pretty enough leave it
the end and the tape will split.
alone. If not you can have fun
Peel off the tape and clean off any texturing, painting, carving, adding
residue with mineral spirits. Now gold leaf etc. Steve, have your
it's time to drill a hole for the
friend paint a snow scene on the
clock face. I buy my clocks from face. You can inlay wood or add
marquetry. I think it is a canvas
for all your ideas. I hope you have
Drill a small hole in the center of
fun making them.
each end. This is to help align the
ends and it will keep the point of
the tailstock from acting as a
Ifyou would like to learn more
wedge and splitting the joint. I
about this technique, John wrote
an article for the UK's Wooturning
use a large 4 prong drive center
Magazine that appears in the
the crosses the joint like an "X"
November 2002 issue. John Lucas
and also a cup center on the tailmay
be contacted via email at
('"Xstock. These centers also help
Jlucas
@tntech. edu
hold the joint together.
Turn the outside to shape. This

Information from UC Coatings about a directory of information that is
availalbe on the internet about Tennessee's Lumber business
^

There is a Directory of Tennessee's Lumber based Industries on the Internet.
: http://www.state.tn.us/agriculture/forestry/twui.html
: This lists all the forest industries, and is the most complete list of that industry I have ever seen.
i Our company, U*C Coatings Corporation, is a leading manufacturer of coatings for the lumber industry. Our
: principal product is ANCHORSEAL, which significantly reduces end checking of green lumber during the
i drying process. We also manufacture BATES CLUE RELEASE, a glue release agent for use on glueing sur: faces such as clamps and tables.

I

i We are in the process of re-designing our website, and can include a link to that in your newsletter, if you
: wish, http://www.uccoatings.com/
: Thanks again. Look forward to meeting you on my next trip into Nashville.
: Sincerely,
Ian Carmichael
U*C COATINCS CORPORATION

DIRECTORY OF TENNESSEE'S FOREST INDUSTRIES

There is a Directory of Tennessee's Lumber based Industries on the Internet - Here is an excerpt from their
website. If you would like to see more detailed information, please visit
http://www.state.tn.us/agriculture/forestry/twui.html
Tennessee's forests and forest industries play a major role in the state economy. Primary forest products
industries use roundwood and convert it into rough or unfinished products. These are then remanufactured
into finished products by secondary wood-using industries.
This is a directory of Tennessee's primary and secondary wood using industries, designed to help bring
together growers, buyers and sellers of Tennessee forest products. This directory is made possible only
through the cooperation of forest industries who willingly supplied information about their operations.
This directory is provided by the Tennessee Department of Agriculture, Division of Eorestry, in cooperation
with the US Forest Service, Forest Inventory Unit. It is based on data collected in 2000 for production year
1999. We welcome your comments and suggestions. Every effort has been made to ensure accuracy and
completeness, but if you find errors or omissions, please contact the Division of Forestry at (615) 837-5431.
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How Hard Is That Wood
Anyway? How Do You
Know?

as flooring.
Tuckasee Woodturners!
A very comprehensive list of woods
withtfieirJanka hardness are given By Ray Sandusky
by Ray Sandusky
Last month, we learned that a
m:
new
AAW sanctioned club was
Forest Products Laboratory.
I was recently reading posts on the Wood
chartered
by a group of people in
Handbook: Wood as an
internet about a woodturner who
the
Clarksville
area. This was a
Material.
turned Mahogany as his first bowl Engineering
bit
of
good
news
as we have some
Agriculture Handbook 72.
then tried to turn Rosewood with
members
from
that
area who may
D.C.; U.S. Dept. of
disasterous results - he did not know Washington,
also
want
to
attend
their
meetings
Agriculture, 1987 rev.
that the different species of wood
as well.
have different hardness properties.
The new club, Tuckasee
What I found was new to me and I Janka hardness ratings can also be
Woodturners, meets on the first
found on the Web, mainly at sites
thought it might be useful to the
Monday of the month (the day
selling
flooring, such as:
membership.
before our club meeting) at the
www.wflooring.corn/Te!chnical_Info/ home of their first President: Jess
Spedes_Tech_mfo/spe(;ies_hardPoster.
A Timber Hardness Measure ness.htm
or
If you would like more informawww.zoltanfloors.com/tech.html
tion, please call Jess at (931) 387 CaUed "Janka Hardness"
2193.
Some
information
sources
say
or
A measure of the hardness of wood, imply, incorrectly, that Janka hardproduced by a variation on the
is measured in units of pressure, Wood Available For
Brinell hardness test. The test meas- ness
such
as pounds per squcire inch, and Turning!
ures the force required to push a
that side hardness is a s^^monym for
steel ball with a diameter of 11.28
Dear TAW Membership:
Janka
hardness.
millimeters (0.444 inches) into the
i wood to a depth of half the ball's
I am located in Pleasant View,
This information was found at
diameter. The results are stated in
about 1/2 way between Nashville
www.sizes.com/units/janka.htm
-"N various ways in different counUies,
& Clarksville. I have a large Black
Hii' which can lead to confusion, espe- Here are some example Janka
Walnut log & some large pieces of
cially since the name of the actual
Pecan wood, that I thought you
Measurements for comunits employed is often not attached. Hardness
might be interested in.
monly used wood speci(5s in our
In the United States, the measureWe topped our pecan trees last
ment is in pounds-force. In Sweden area: (listed in pounds of force)
fall, so the wood should be dried.
it is apparently in kilogram-force
And the black walnut has been
(kgf), and in Australia, Janka hard- Domestic Species
down about 2 years. There are also
ness ratings are either in newtons
few more balck walnut trees
1320 astanding
/^h. White
(N) or kilonewtons (kN).
you could cut down.
950 I just hatethat
N. American
Sometimes the results are treated as Cherry,
to
see
it go to waste, or
1450 be used as fire wood,
Sugar Maple
units, e.g., "360 janka."
1260 gel some good out of ifit. you can
0^,Red
1360
Oak, White
The hardness of wood usually varies Walnut,
1010 I will not ask you to make me
N.
American
with the direction of the grain. If
something, only let me know what
testing is done on the sunace of a
you
make so I can buy something
lank, the test is said to be of "side Imported Species
from it. I may not always have
ardness." End testing is also some- Rosewood, Honduran
property & would love some2200 this
times done (that is, testing the cut
thing
to remind me of it.
1630
surface of a sturmi would be a test of Wenge
Please
let me know if you are
1575
end hardness). The side hardness of Zebrawood
1725 interested in the wood.
Padauk, African
teak, for example, is in the range
2090
Purpleheart
Thank you,
3730 to 4800 newtons, while the end
Connie Eredrickson
hardness is in the range 4150 to
As
you
can
see
our
domestic
species
4500 newtons.
are softer than the exotics. To me, Pleasant View, TN
this is useful information!
^ ^ T h e most common use of Janka
615-746-5989
hardness ratings is to determine
whether a species is suitable for use

E
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Calendar of Events

November 2002

Dec 3: 7.00 PM

TAW General Meeting
Remember to bring at least 2 Christmas Ornaments!
Instant Gallery
Demonstrator:
Dave Collier - Metal Spinning

Jan 7: 7:00 PM

TAW General Meeting
Instant Gallery
Demonstrator;
To Be Announced

As Seen On the Internet
Compliled from posts on the rec.crafts.woodturning newsgroup by Ray Sandusky
Q. 1 want to use some maple that 1 have from a downed tree. How do 1 keep it from dry cracking after 1 am
done making what 1 want to make? Or even when 1just storing some wood for later use?
A. Green wood needs to be end grain sealed with something like Anchorseal which is a wax emulsion to
prevent rapid loss of moisture. Wood looses most of its moisture through its end grain so you only need to
seal the end grain, not the face grain unless it is something like a burl. Store your green wood in a covered
area out of the rain, wind and sun so that it drys slowly. If the wood drys too fast it will crack and check. The
end grain sealing will only last a few months so you will need to turn the pieces of green wood into tem)oary bowl blaiiks that are 1" to 1.5" thick and then reseal again with Anchorseal. Be sure to label these
)lanks with date and type of wood for future reference, 1 use a sharpie marking pen before 1 put on the
Anchorseal.
Q. With winter approaching my shop which is located in my garage, the garage door which is normally
open will now need to be closed so 1 don't die offrostbite while turning my next masterpiece. 1 have
heated the garage in the past with a propane gas burner but when 1 sand now, 1 produce a lot of dust not to
mention the shavings from the turnings. Is this a potential risk? Would the burner ignite the dust in the air?
A. You could have a potential problem. It depends on some factors. Like the size of area of your garage, the
location of the heater, the location of your lathe etc. Basically you want to keep the dust down as much as
possible and keep the chips and dust away from that burner.
A few things that will help.
1. Dust collection system
2. Air cleaner
3. Keeping the work area clean
4. Keeping the source of heat away from any flammable material.
5. Find a separate area for your heater and duct the warmer air into the shop.
Q. I'm having a bit of a problem getting rid of the nipple that stands up in the bottom center of the bowl
A. Turn the lathe speed up, because the center of a bowl is moving very slowly. Use a sharp gouge, and
bring the tip up underneath the nub, applying pressure by levering the handle down against the toolrest. This
will cut a groove in the nub, right where it touches the bottom. If it doesn't come off, cut away some of the
wood you have separated, using standard gouge techniques, and then repeat the part where you come up
from the bottom. Be careful not to make a dimple in the bottom, or the judges will give the ribbon to someone else.
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The Tennessee Association of Woodturners is a local chapter of the
American Association of Woodturners. Our purpose is to provide
a meeting place for local turners to share ideas and techniques and
to educate the general public regarding the art of turning. The
TAW meets the first Tuesday of each month in Brentwood, TN and
periodically sponsors local exhibitions and demonstrations as well
as an annual symposium.

Tennessee Association of Woodturners
Board of Directors:
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary/Newsletter
Librarian
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Map to Monthly Meeting
Location
R:;4<J

Deryl Duer
Gary Martin
Bill Gray
Ray Sandusky
Gene Thomas
Fred Takacs
Dave Collier
Randy Trentham
John Lucas

Tennessee Association of
Woodturners
c/o Ray Sandusky
9307 Fall Court West
Brentwood, TN 37027

Affix
proper
postage
here

Place Label Here
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We meet the first Tuesday
of every month at 7:00pm
at the Harpeth Hills
Church of Christ

